We estimated source spectra of the 2005 Miyagi-oki earthquake (MJMA 7.2) and 11 events (4.0̮ MJMA̮5.0) consisting of inter-plate and inland earthquakes occurred around Miyagi region applying the spectral inversion method to seismic records observed at KiK-net stations in Miyagi prefecture. Attenuation and site amplification factors were also estimated. Before applying the method, geometrical spreading factor was estimated as a function of frequency using the twofold spectral ratios. It was successfully estimated at a frequency range from 3 to 20 Hz. The average over this frequency range is represented as 1.12ΐ0.27. Applying this average value to the geometrical spreading factors for all frequency ranges (0.5 to 20 Hz), we performed the spectral inversion for the data recorded at 12 KiK-net stations in Miyagi prefecture. As a result the attenuation factor (1/Qs) of shear waves was successfully estimated at frequency ranges above 3 Hz. The frequency dependent 1/Qs can be approximated by Qs( f) ῒ1 (5.010 ῒ3 )f ῒ0.8 at a frequency range of 3 to 12 Hz. We found that total attenuation e#ect including geometrical spreading and attenuation factor contribute little to the observed strong acceleration at high frequency range. Short-period spectral level of the 2005 Miyagi-oki earthquake estimated from the source spectrum is roughly two times as large as that expected from the empirical rule for the event with same seismic moment. These results indicate that high level of high frequency source spectrum of the 2005 Miyagi-oki earthquake contributed to the observed strong acceleration at high frequency range in Miyagi region.
Ῡῦ̮῍ ΰῌ ῗQῺ̲ῶ´̯ῤ [Chun et al. (1987) , Matsuzawa et al. (1989) , Zhu et al. (1991) 
῞῞ΰῌ Vs Ῡ῝QῨῡQ S Qΐΰ̮ῲ῍ Ὺ̯ῌ Qs( f ) Events marked with event names were used for the methods of twofold spectral ratios and spectral inversion. Events marked without event names were used only for the method of twofold spectral ratios. Epicenters were determined by Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). (2005) . We estimated it assuming vertical incidence of SH waves from the layer with a shear wave velocity of 3.2 km/s (see Table 2 ).
QῠQ̮̰Ῑ̯ῖ̯ῗ῞̱῏̱ῡQQῢ 124 Table 3 . Solid and dotted lines show the site amplification factors estimated by inversion and calculated based on one dimensional structure model determined by Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (2005), respectively. (2005) and Uetake and Ikeura (2002), respectively. Lines represent the relation calculated for the stress drop of 1, 10, 100 MPa based on the model by Brune (1970 Brune ( , 1971 . 
